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OCIMF's Offshore Vessel Management and Self Assessment (OVMSA) programme
has been developed as a tool to help operators of offshore vessels to assess, measure
and improve their management systems. In this guide, the range of different offshore
vessels and units are commonly referred to as 'vessels'.
Suitable as a training manual and a day-to-day reference, Shiphandling is the
comprehensive and up to date guide to the theory and practice of ship handling
procedures. Its covers the requirements of all STCW-level marine qualifications,
provides expert guidance on all the hardware that marine professionals will make use of
in the control and operation of their vessel and offers a broad focus on many
shiphandling scenarios.
VISIT WEBPAGE:- www.owaysonline.com FOR CHEAPEST NOTES
In the last few years, the quantity of books and papers on the political, economic and
legal problems of the exploration and use of the sea and marine resources has
considerably increased. But the status and activities of intern a tional organizations
related to maritime shipping, fisheries, scientific research in the World Ocean and the
protection of the marine environment have not yet, as a whole, been represented in the
scientific and reference literature. It would be fair, though, to mention that some general
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information on marine international organizations may be found in the Yearbook of
International Organizations, Brussels, 1979; in Annotated Acronyms and Abbreviations
of Marine Science Related International Organizations, U. S. Department of Commerce,
1976; and in the UN Annotated Directory ofIntergovernmental Organizations Concerned
with Ocean Affairs, 1976. Voluminous informa tion on organizations engaged in
problems of the exploration and use ofthe sea is given in International Marine
Organizations by the well-known Polish scientists Lopuski and Symonides, 1978.
Meanwhile the increasing volume of practical work related to the participa tion of
governmental and scientific bodies as well as individual scientists and specialists in
these organizations, the necessity of long-term planning in this field, and the
perspectives of the development of these organizations, make necessary a special
publication depicting the structure and many-sided activi ties of such international
bodies. This book is the first one in which the most complete information on the main
marine international organizations is presented.
An industry guide for the tandem mooring of conventional tankers at FPSO/FSOS using
the same shipboard mooring equipment as recommended for all SPMs.
This indispensable handbook provides state-of-the-art information and common sense
guidelines, covering the design, construction, modernization of port and harbor related
marine structures. The design procedures and guidelines address the complex
problems and illustrate factors that should be considered and included in appropriate
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design scenarios.
"This book not only brings together existing guidance on hydraulic design, including
design wave conditions, prediction of scour and vessel mooring loads, but also
presents new methods (developed from extensive laboratory testing) for the prediction
of wave loading, including forces on the underside of jetty decks. These guidelines will
help maritime designers to optimise jetty designs, and are an essential reference
resource."--BOOK JACKET.
"This OCIMF publication contains recommendations provided with the aim of
supporting a marine facility's competence development programmes for Mooring
Masters."--Website.
This Section of the Manual on Oil Pollution is intended to provide practical guidance
related to the prevention of pollution from ships, and describes procedures for the
handling of oil cargoes, bunkering, ship-to-ship transfer operations, transfer operations
involving offshore units and operations in ice-covered waters. It also provides an
overview of the various prevention practices, as a complement to the more detailed
industry standards and Codes of Practice, currently available. The information provided
is not intended to supersede or replace any information, law, or regulation contained in
any other publication with respect to the waters and areas to which it pertains.
The safety record of lightering (the transfer of petroleum cargo at sea from a large
tanker to smaller ones) has been excellent in U.S. waters in recent years, as evidenced
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by the very low rate of spillage of oil both in absolute terms and compared with all other
tanker-related accidental spills. The lightering safety record is likely to be maintained or
even improved in the future as overall quality improvements in the shipping industry are
implemented. Risks can be reduced even further through measures that enhance
sound lightering standards and practices, support cooperative industry efforts to
maintain safety, and increase the availability of essential information to shipping
companies and mariners. Only continued vigilance and attention to safety initiatives can
avert serious accidents involving tankers carrying large volumes of oil.
This publication contains the text of guidelines for inert gas systems and relevant IMO
documents on inert gas systems and supersedes the publication 860 83.15.E.
Maritime Technology and Engineering 3 is a collection of papers presented at the 3rd
International Conference on Maritime Technology and Engineering (MARTECH 2016, Lisbon,
Portugal, 4-6 July 2016). The MARTECH Conferences series evolved from biannual national
conferences in Portugal, thus reflecting the internationalization of the maritime sector. The
keynote lectures and the papers, making up nearly 150 contributions, came from an
international group of authors focused on different subjects in a variety of fields: Maritime
Transportation, Energy Efficiency, Ships in Ports, Ship Hydrodynamics, Ship Structures, Ship
Design, Ship Machinery, Shipyard Technology, afety & Reliability, Fisheries, Oil & Gas, Marine
Environment, Renewable Energy and Coastal Structures. Maritime Technology and
Engineering 3 will appeal to academics, engineers and professionals interested or involved in
these fields.
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This set of two volumes comprises the collection of the papers presented at the 5th
International Conference on Maritime Technology and Engineering (MARTECH 2020) that was
held in Lisbon, Portugal, from 16 to 19 November 2020. The Conference has evolved from the
series of biennial national conferences in Portugal, which have become an international event,
and which reflect the internationalization of the maritime sector and its activities. MARTECH
2020 is the fifth of this new series of biennial conferences. The set comprises 180 contributions
that were reviewed by an International Scientific Committee. Volume 2 is dedicated to ship
performance and hydrodynamics, including CFD, maneuvering, seakeeping, moorings and
resistance. In addition, it includes sections on ship machinery, renewable energy, fishing and
aquaculture, coastal structures, and waves and currents.
The TransNav 2013 Symposium held at the Gdynia Maritime University, Poland in June 2013
has brought together a wide range of participants from all over the world. The program has
offered a variety of contributions, allowing to look at many aspects of the navigational safety
from various different points of view. Topics presente
EFFECTIVE MOORINGYour Guide to Mooring Equipment and Operations.
Ws1663kGuidelines for Offshore Tanker OperationsOil Spill Risks From Tank Vessel
LighteringNational Academies Press
Guidance on the safe transport of dangerous cargoes (covering oils, noxious liquid chemicals
and gases carried in bulk, solid bulk materials possessing chemical hazards, solid bulk
materials hazardous only in bulk, harmful substances in packaged form) and related activities
in port areas as part of the transport chain was first circulated by the IMO in 1973. This is the
3rd edition of the guidance which includes a new chapter on security provisions, a new annex
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on fumigation of cargo areas, a new glossary of terminology and up-to-date recommendations
for the IMDG Code and other relevant codes.
The Condition Assessment Scheme (CAS) for oil tankers was adopted in 2001 and is
applicable to all single-hull tankers of 15 years or older. Although the CAS does not specify
structural standards in excess of the provisions of other IMO conventions, codes and
recommendations, its requirements stipulate more stringent and transparent verification of the
reported structural condition of the ship and that documentary and survey procedures have
been properly carried out and completed. The Scheme requires that compliance with the CAS
is assessed during the Enhanced Survey Program of Inspections concurrent with intermediate
or renewal surveys currently required by resolution A.744(18), as amended.--Publisher's
description.
Intended to familiarise Masters, ship operators, F(P)SO Operators and project development
teams with the general principles and equipment involved in F(P)SO - CT operations, these
guidelines provide an understanding of the issues including design, equipment, operations,
and environmental limitations in operation.
General principles. Conditions and requirements. Communications general communications,
language, pre arrival communications.
For centuries, jetties and wharfs have been designed and built around the world and play an
important role in contemporary ports. The difference in the use of jetties, piers and wharfs is
that jetties are frequently used for the transhipment and storage of light materials and ro-ro
traffic, while piers are generally used for heavy loads like iron ore. That is why piers are mostly
designed and constructed like quay walls (which are beyond the scope of this handbook). The
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designs were originally based on trial and error and the insights of those who dared to conquer
local conditions, such as wind, waves, currents and soil composition. Design and construction
techniques have since evolved into the designs we see on the coast or in river ports and
seaports nowadays. The purpose of this handbook is to provide insight and guidelines
regarding aspects that are important in the design of jetties and wharfs. Jetty-specific issues
such as loads, interfaces between materials, installations on jetties and wharfs, as well as
detailing aspects, are also covered. This handbook is part of a series of Dutch port
infrastructure design recommendations that include the Quay Walls handbook and Jetties and
Wharfs handbook.

The passage of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) by Congress and subsequent
modifications of international maritime regulations resulted in a far-reaching change in
the design of tank vessels. Double-hull rather than single-hull tankers are now the
industry standard, and nearly all ships in the world maritime oil transportation fleet are
expected to have double hulls by about 2020. This book assesses the impact of the
double hull and related provisions of OPA 90 on ship safety, protection of the marine
environment, and the economic viability and operational makeup of the maritime oil
transportation industry. The influence of international conventions on tank vessel design
and operation is addressed. Owners and operators of domestic and international tank
vessel fleets, shipyard operators, marine architects, classification societies,
environmentalists, and state and federal regulators will find this book useful.
This is the 15th annual edition of the Bibliography of Nautical Books, a reference guide
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to over 14,000 nautical publications. It deals specifically with the year 2000.
Over the past twenty years there has been considerable improvement and new
information in the design of port and berth structures. This handbook reflects the lastest
progress and developments in navigation safety, port planning and site selection, layout
of container, oil and gas terminals, cargo handling, berth design and construction,
fender and mooring principles. It presents guidelines and recommendations for the
main items and assumptions in the layout, desing and construction of modern port
structures, and the forces and loadings acting on them. The book provides an
evaluation of different designs and construction methods for port and berth structures,
and recommendations given by the different international harbour standards and
recommendations. Practising harbour and port engineers and students will find the
handbook an invaluable source of information.
This new edition of the handbook of Quay Walls provides the reader with essential
knowledge for the planning, design, execution and maintenance of quay walls, as well
as general information about historical developments and lessons learned from the
observation of ports in various countries. Technical chapters are followed by a detailed
calculation of a quay wall based on a semi-probabilistic design procedure, which
applies the theory presented earlier. Since the publication of the Dutch edition in 2003
and the English version in 2005, considerable new experience has been obtained by
the many practitioners using the book, prompting the update of this handbook.
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Moreover, the introduction of the Eurocodes in 2012 has prompted a complete revision
of the Design chapter, which is now compliant with the Eurocodes. Furthermore,
additional recommendations for using FEM-analysis in quay wall design have been
included. In response to ongoing discussions within the industry about buckling criteria
for steel pipe piles, a thorough research project was carried out on steel pipe piles fi lled
with sand and on piles without sand. The results of this research programme have also
been incorporated in this new version. Finally, the section on corrosion has been
updated to refl ect the latest knowledge and attention has been given to the latest
global developments in quay wall engineering. The new edition was made possible
thanks to the contributions of numerous experts from the Netherlands and Belgium.
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